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The following theorem is proved: If there exists a nowhere zero 5-flow in a 
regular matroid on a set E, then it can be covered by circuits whose total length 
does not exceed $EI. The constant $ is the smallest for which such a statement 
holds. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
Bermond et al. [l] have shown that the edge set E of a bridgeless graph 
can be covered by circuits, the total length of which is at most $/El. This 
result is derived from the existence of a special kind of nowhere zero g-flow 
(see [4]). The relation between nowhere zero flows and short circuit covers 
of regular matroids has been studied in [6]. The terminology we use here is 
that of [6], as it is defined in Sections I, II, and III of that paper. It 
includes the basic definitions of orientations, nowhere zero flow (NZF), etc. 
In particular, we use the same symbol (e.g., M) to refer to both a matroid 
and its element set. Following [6] we define s(k) to be the smallest s such 
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that if there exists a k-nowhere zero flow in a regular matroid M, then h4 
can be covered by circuits, the total length of which is at most slMl. 
The formula obtained in Theorem I of [6] does not yield the exact value 
of s(5). The evaluation of s(5) seems to be interesting, because no coun- 
terexample is known to the following conjecture of Tutte [7]: 
Every bridgeless graph has a 5-NZF 
If Tutte’s conjecture is true then s(5)lEl is an upper bound for the length of 
the shortest cycle cover of a bridgeless graph. Even if Tutte’s conjecture is 
false, the existence of a 5-NZF has been proved for several families of 
graphs, and a knowledge of s(5) provides an upper bound for the length of 
a shortest cycle cover for these graphs. The interesting cases are, of course, 
the families for which a 4-NZF does not always exist, such as the bridgeless 
graphs which contain a Hamiltonian path (the existence of a 5-NZF for 
this family is proved in [3]). In [6] s(5) is shown to lie in the closed inter- 
val [g, $1. Recently one of us [5] has improved that estimate, showing 
s(5)<%. In this work we completely settle that problem, proving 
THEOREM 1. s(5)=;. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we first state several definitions and lemmas. 
Let M be a regular matroid and a, b, f three functions f: M+ [w, 
a, 6: A4 -+ Z ([w, Z denote the additive groups of real numbers and integers, 
respectively), such that f is a flow in an orientation W(M) of M and for 
every x E M, a(x) <f(x) < b(x). We say in this case that f is a permissible 
jlow under the constraints a, b. 
The following result is obtained from the work of Tutte [S], Hoffman 
and Kruskal [2, Theorem 21. 
LEMMA 1. Let f: M+ R be a permissible flow in an orientation W(M) 
under the constraints a, b. Then there exists an integer flow f': M+ Z in the 
same orientation, permissible under the same constraints. 
Let LvJ denote the largest integer not greater than y, and TV1 denote 
the smallest integer not smaller than y. The main tool we use to prove 
Theorem 1 is the following simple consequence of Lemma 1.: 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a Z-flow in an orientation W(M) of a regular matroid 
M and let c be any non-zero real number. There exists a Z-flow f’ in the 
same orientation W(M), such that f’(x) = L f (x)/c] or f ‘(x) = r f (x)/cl, for 
every x E M. 
ProoJ Define f/c: M-r R by (f/c)(x) = f(x)/c. Obviously f/c is a per- 
missible flow under the constraints a = Lf/c J, b = rf/cl. According to 
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Lemma 1 there exists a Z-flow f' permissible under the same constraints, 
but the only integers in the intervals defined by these constraints are a(x) 
and b(x) themselves. 1 
Let f be a 5-NZF in an orientation W(M) of a regular matroid M. 
Define for i~{1,2, 3,4} M,(f)= {xEMI If(x)1 =i>. 
LEMMA 3. Let f be a 5-NZF in an orientation W(M) of a regular 
matroid M. There exists a positive 5-NZF g: M + { 1, 2, 3,4} in an orien- 
tation W(M) of M, with IM,(g) <J M,(g)1 3 #MI. 
Proof Apply Lemma 2 to f with c = 2. A flow f’ is obtained such 
that If(x)/ =4*lf'(x)l=2, if(x)1 =3=> If'(x)1 =2 or If’(x)\ =l, 
if(x)1 =2* if’(%)] = 1 and If(x)1 = 1 =G- If'(x)1 = 1 or If’(x)] =O. For 
every x E M, f'(x) is negative or positive only if f(x) is negative 
or positive, respectively. It turns out that h = 5f’- 2f is a 5-NZF in 
W(M) and, M,(h)~M,(h)=M~(f)uM,(f). Hence IMI(f)u M4(f )I+ 
W,(h) u M,(h)1 = IMI. 
Let g’ be either for h, chosen so that IM,(g’) u M,(g’)l 3 +/MI, and let 
g, W(M) be obtained from g’, W(M) by reversing the orientation of all 
x E M for which g’(x) is negative. Then g, W(M) satisfy the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let M be a regular matroid with a 5-NZF. Then there exists a 
positive 5-NZF g, in some orientation of M, such that IM,( g)l > #Ml. 
Proof. Let f  be a 5-NZF in M. By Lemma 3 we assume that f  is positive 
and that I M, (f) u M4( f  )I 3 aIMI. By applying Lemma 2 to f  with c = 2, we 
obtain f': M + (0, 1, 2}, which satisfies f'(x) = Lf(x)/2J or rf(x)/21. 
Another flow in M with the same property is (f-f). We now apply 
Lemma 2 with c = 2 to f '  to obtain fi : M -+ (0, 1 }. Define fi = f ' - fi We 
obtain f3 and f4 = (f-f ‘) - f3 similarly by applying Lemma 2 with c = 2 to 
(f-f'). Define for ie { 1,2,3,4}, ft.= 5f,-J: Then f  i. is a 5-NZF and 
M,( f  :.) u M4( f  i.) = M,(f) u M4( f ). From the definitions, for each 
iE(1,2,3,4) xEM4(f)*fi(x)=1=f:=1. If xEMI(f) then there is 
exactly one i for which fj(x) = 1 and f;(x) = 0 for j# i, which implies 
f;(x)=4 andfJx)= -1 forj#i. 
Summing these equalities over i f ;  , f;, f;, f  >, we get 
IM,(f)l + i IMl(f:)l =4lM,(f)l +‘VM,(f)l. 
i=l 
Hence there exists at least one g’ E {f, f  ;, f  ;, f;, f&}, such that 
IMl(g’)l 2 $MI(f) u MJf)l. Our assumption that lM,(f) u MA(f)1 2 
tIMI, implies that M,(g’)>{IMI. By reversing the orientation of the 
elements for which g’ is negative we obtain the required positive flow g. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let f be a 5-NZF in M. By Lemma 4 we may 
assume that f is positive and IMl(f)j 3 $lMI. We construct fi, f2, f3, f4 
exactly as we did in the proof of Lemma 4. For 1 d i < 4, we denote the 
support of fi by r~<. Since fi is a 2-flow, or is a cycle of M. An element of 
Mk(f) belongs to exactly k of the 0;s. Thus, Co = {a,, 02, g3, g4} is a 
cycle cover for M and it covers Mk(f) exactly k times. Take x E M such 
that f(x) = 2. From the way we constructed the J;'s (see the proof of 
Lemma 4) it follows that c3 n (TV c g1 u 02, for if x E o3 n g4 then f(x) 3 3 
and so x E o1 u Go. Thus if o3 and o’4 are replaced in C, by their symmetric 
difference o,Va, we still have a cycle cover of M: C1 = {ran 1 g2, o,Vo,}. C, 
covers M,(f) once and M*(f) u M4(f) twice. x E M3(f) is covered either 
once (if x E g3 n c4) or three times (if x E c1 n al). By a similar analysis of 
the cycle cover C,= {o,Vo,, (TV, 04}, we find that every x~hGM~(f) 
belongs to exactly 4 of the 6 cycles of C, u Cz, while x E M,(f) belongs to 
exactly 2 of these cycles. It follows that Z(C,) + I(C,) =41Ml -2IM,(f)j. 
For either C=C, or C=C,, l(C)d21Mi-lM,(f)l and by our 
assumption that IMl(f)l > $IMI we get I(C) 6 $MI, which implies s(5) 6 g. 
On the other hand t is proved in [6] to be a lower bound for s(5), and 
hence s(5) = ?,. 1 
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